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"Distilled spirits (white and dark) are expected to flourish,
growing 11% through 2022 with white spirits making up
majority of volume sold. Sales of white spirits will maintain
forward momentum as interest in craft, premium spirits,
and cocktails grows."
- Megan Hambleton, Beverage Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Spirits, cocktails, mixed drinks come second to beer and wine
Dark spirits' rise in popularity challenges white spirits
Gin lacks associations needed to gain appeal

While vodka’s versatile flavor profile has kept it as the leading segment of the category, success in
newer unflavored varieties has brought the inherent quality of the spirit back to the forefront. Tequila is
the fastest growing segment, driven by premium and super-premium offerings, while rum struggles to
stabilize and gin lacks mainstream relevance.
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Relaxation is the main reason consumers imbibe
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Motivations fluctuate per white spirit consumed
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Figure 37: Motivations for drinking alcohol, by dark and white spirit consumption, August 2017
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Millennials have higher associations with gin, though some conflicting
Figure 53: Spirit associations – Gin, by Millennial status, August 2017
White/light rums appeal based on affordability more than quality for young consumers
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Figure 54: Spirit associations – White/light rum, by age, August 2017

Purchase Location of Spirits
Liquor stores drive majority of sales regardless of value
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